




I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Lanzarote Visual Music Festival was created 
in 1989, following a suggestion made by artist 
Ildefonso Aguilar and organized by the Cabildo of 
Lanzarote. The Festival is an outstanding artistic 
event based on the combination of avant-garde 
music with different artistic forms of expression in 
perfect harmony with the unique features of the 
natural stage landscapes of Lanzarote, such as 
the Jameos del Agua and Cueva de los Verdes 
Auditoriums.

From the get-go of the Festival, the perfect 
combination of new music and a unique volcanic 
landscape, drew the interest of contemporary 
musicians such as Brian Eno and Michael Brook, 
among others, which helped this Festival become 
one of the most attractive and extraordinary 
avant-garde music events in the world during its 
13 consecutive editions that went from 1989 to 
2002.

In 2017, after fifteen long years, the Cultural Area 
of the Cabildo of Lanzarote has rescued this 
innovative music event, highly demanded by 
locals and visitors. The Festival aims to bring back 
the prestige and cultural repercussion that an 
initiative such as this means for Lanzarote, and to 
turn it into a unique artistic option that will help 
consolidate the island as high standard cultural 
destination, able to attract those who intend to 
discover a one-of-a-kind musical experience 
surrounded by Lanzarote’s stunning landscape.



Lanzarote is a subtle and outstanding volcanic 
territory, with extraordinary spaces perfect for 
cultural manifestations of nature. The combination 
of the volcanoes and the quiet work of local 
farmers on a hostile land, helped shape a landsca-
pe where there have always been delicate sounds 
that can be heard by attentive and excited 
viewers. Therefore, the composition and perfor-
mance of new music can find in Lanzarote the 
perfect set, which results in a revealing symbiosis.

In order to promote this idea, under the sugges-
tion of artist Ildefonso Aguilar, in 1985, the Cabildo 
of Lanzarote invited musician and producer Brian 
Eno to visit the island, and they then agreed to 
carry out a series  of concerts, in January 1987, 
called Two Opal Evening. In 1989, after the positi-
ve response the previous concerts had, the Cabil-
do of Lanzarote, alongside Ildefonso Aguilar as 
sponsor and director, started to work on the 
Lanzarote Visual Music Festival.

The Festival has its roots in the local landscape 
and the unique environment that surrounds the 
island of Lanzarote, that make it the ideal setting 
to perceive and reproduce the sounds of compo-
sitions by the avant-garde musicians that take 
part in each edition. What they have in common is 
their search for new ways of musical expression, 
avoiding conventional methods.

The common ground each of the editions of the 
Festival has, is the aesthetic and artistic features of 
volcanism in Lanzarote, resulting in a special har-
mony of the senses between landscape and musi-
cal content. Every performance in itself is an invita-
tion to enjoy this artistic experience bringing music, 
landscape and artistic staging together, constitu-
ting the essence of the Visual Music Festival.

O R I G I N  &  
B A C KG R O U N D  
O F  T H E  F E S T I VA L
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Throughout the different editions of the Festival, 
there have been plenty of natural areas and 
unique buildings used to hold the concerts of the 
Festival, but it has been two volcanic bubbles, 
turned into auditoriums, the ones that have 
become its main headquarters. The Auditoriums 
of Jameos del Agua and Cueva de los Verdes, set 
up as volcanic caves with a perfect symbiosis 
between art and nature, the senses of viewers are 
exposed to the most suggestive and innovative 
sounds.

Besides these two main spaces, there are other 
stages where concerts are held, such as Volcán 
del Cuervo, the old volcanic ash quarry of 
Montaña de Tahíche and the convents, Convento 
de San Francisco and Santo Domingo in Teguise, 
as well as the Iglesia de San Ginés church and 
Playa de El Reducto in Arrecife.

S TA G E  A R E A S  
O F  T H E  F E S T I VA L



J A M E O S  D E L  A G U A

“Jameo” is a term used to refer to an opening 
caused by the collapse of the top of a volcanic 
tube as a result of the loss of gases built up 
inside.

Jameos del Agua are located on the inside of the 
volcanic tube, caused by the eruption of Volcán 
de la Corona, and named after a lake on the inside 
that is a unique geological formation, that was 
created through filtration, as it is below sea level. 
In this pristine water natural lake, there live several 
endemic local species, such as Munidopsis 
polimorpha, a tiny, blind albino crab of unknown 
origin.

Its environment is protected as Jameos Site of 
Scientific Interest by the Law of Natural Spaces of 
the Canary Islands, and it is part of the Volcán 
and Malpaís de La Corona National Park, as well 
as Site of Cultural Interest.

The Auditorium of “Jameos del Agua”, main 
headquarters of the Lanzarote Visual Music 
Festival, is a spectacular stage space set up on 
the inside of a volcanic cave, with capacity for 
500 people. This is a unique place in the world 
thanks to its geological features and peculiar 
acoustic conditions.

www.cactlanzarote.com/cact/jameos-del-agua/



C U E VA  D E  L O S  V E R D E S

Cueva de los Verdes, as well as Jameos del Agua, 
is part of a group of underground volcanic tubes 
around six kilometres long, and one of the most 
interesting volcanic formations on the island as 
well as one of the longest volcanic tubes in the 
world, that can be visited.

The auditorium, located at the heart of the cave, 
holds 350 people. Its outstanding acoustics, 
layout and extraordinary beauty of its geological 
features, make it a privileged stage for the chosen 
concerts.

As well as Jameos del Agua, it is protected as 
Jameos Site of Scientific Interest by the Law of 
Natural Spaces of the Canary Islands, and it is 
part of the Volcán and Malpaís de La Corona 
National Park. As well as Site of Cultural Interest.

www.cactlanzarote.com/cact/cueva-los-verdes/



C O N V E N T O  D E  
S A N T O  D O M I N G O

The convent is located in the ancient capital of 
the island, Villa de Teguise, and it was founded at 
the beginning of the 18th Century over a church 
that was previously there since the 17th Century, it 
was the convent church of Santo Domingo. Back 
then, the conventual area extended towards the 
left, which nowadays is the Town Hall, still 
showing some primitive traces. On the inside, the 
altarpiece of the original temple remains, 
dedicated to our Lady of Grace.

Currently, the church has become a space to hold 
cultural activities, especially as exhibitions hall, 
and concerts during the Festival.

This building is one of the main indicators that 
has made it possible to name the Royal, Noble 
and Majestic Villa de Teguise, a Historic Group.



C U LT U R A L  I N N OVAT I O N  
C E N T R E  E L  A L M AC É N

The former Centro Polidimensional “El Almacén”, 
was conceived in 1974 by artist César Manrique 
for contemporary cultural activities at all different 
levels: fine arts, performances, audiovisuals, 
literary, etc., and as intended, it became an 
essential role model for culture in Arrecife, 
Lanzarote.

During the Festival, complementary activities will 
be held there such as workshops, contemporary 
dance, gatherings and film screenings, all of the 
them connected to the idea of exploring the 
different manifestations of contemporary sound 
and music.

O T H E R  S TAG E  A R E A S  
O F  T H E  F E S T I VA L

As well as all the previously mentioned, in the 
next editions of the Festival, Volcán del Cuervo 
Festival, Montaña de Tahíche, Playa del Reducto, 
Los Aljibes de Tahíche, Iglesia de San Ginés in 
Arrecife, Convento de San Francisco in Teguise 
and Castillo de San José – Contemporary Art 
Museum (MIAC).



P R O G R A M M E  2 0 2 2



Music is landscape, capable of eternalizing it. 
There are infinite places and none in particular. 
Indissoluble to time, it happens paradoxically in 
an untimely way, in a molecular route, almost 
magical. Expressed matter, unprecedented desire. 
Nietzsche said that the will of nature yearns for 
existence and music manifests that will in sounds, 
in all its degrees and levels. By way of 
heterochronies, a concept that Foucault used to 
define those moments or periods that break 
traditional time, the geological and sound 
panorama of Lanzarote may well take advantage 
of that hiatus, an original "rara avis" that Kant 
discovered as sublime, ineffable. Utopia 
transformed into uchronia, from no-place to 
no-time. The objective of this audiovisual project 
called “Ucronías”, is to allow, crossed by the 
unique poetics of Lanzarote, that Dionisio win a 
small battle against Cronos. All this using 
synthesizers and field recordings.

Iván Vilella:  Visuals and electronics

IVÁN VILELLA
Ucronías

11 OCT | 20.00h

 CIC EL ALMACÉN 5,00€



11 OCT | 21.15h

This duo arises during a collaboration between 
both artists in 2015. Simone is an artist and visual 
technician, very active in the local and regional 
avant-garde scene. Nicolás Hernández is an 
electronic musician with a very particular language 
full of minimalist and progressive nuances.
In a residency within the framework of the 
NUMAcircuit festival Simone and Nicolás, based on 
the projected image and sound, proposed an 
almost tactile space. The images were 
manipulated from a microscope installed on the 
arm of a 3D printer, which captured the textures of 
different stones from the eerie landscape of 
Lanzarote. Always in search of new ways to 
enhance their creations, Marin and Hernández get 
together again in a concert at the CIC El Almacén 
in Arrecife with a performance of video and laser 
mapping, synchronized with sound, an innovative 
technique that allows projection to be 
complemented with the tracing of a digitally 
controlled laser beam.
From that first proposal both artists continue to 
develop this technique to present it again within 
the framework of the Visual Music Festival of 
Lanzarote, with renewed hardware and the 
experience gained in successive concerts and 
installations.

Nico Hernández: Electronics
Simone Marin: Visuals

NICO HERNÁNDEZ 
& SIMONE MARIN

 CIC EL ALMACÉN 5,00€



O-JANÀ & MICHELE RABBIA
Inland Images

13 OCT | 20.00h

O-Janà+Michele Rabbia is a project that brings 
together singer Ludovica Manzo and electronic 
musician/pianist Alessandra Bossa with the 
percussionist Michele Rabbia. The combination of 
these artists, each charged with spontaneity, 
curiosity and audacity, is exciting and the result of 
it is a music which moves from electronics to 
songwriting to free-improvisation. The main 
characteristic of the project is to expand 
boundaries in exploring and experimenting in the 
field of song composition and free improvisation, 
working on their own original material. 
Compositions are characterized by smooth and 
liquid soundscapes with melodies lying on a mix 
of prepared piano and electronic sounds while 
their lyrics are, by turns, funny or poignant or 
thought-provoking.

Alessandra Bossa: Electronics, piano
Ludovica Manzo: Vocals
Michele Rabbia: Drums, Electronics
Ildefonso Aguilar: Visuals

AUDITORIO JAMEOS DEL AGUA 15,00€



AURORA BAUZÀ & PERE JOU
We Are (T)here

15 OCT | 20.00h

CONVENTO DE SANTO DOMINGO (TEGUISE) 10,00€

WE ARE (T)HERE emerges from a choreographic 
research on human voice. The voice and the body 
of four performers move around space generating 
poetic images, acoustic compositions and sound 
experimentations that play with resonance and 
with our sensations. These particular 
compositions allow the performers -and the 
audience- to discover space and human relations 
through their voices, while bringing a 
dramaturgical perspective to the idea of a 
collective identity.
Sound takes shape and embodies in space 
through the performer’s voice. It materializes and 
builds its presence thanks to the natural space’s 
resonance where the performance takes place. 
Space becomes thus the fifth performer. 
Meanwhile, voice (and its resonance) turns into 
the instrument that changes our perception of 
space: we start listening to it instead of merely 
look it. Scenic space becomes the place where 
the music score is written. Its importance is 
invisible to the eye. The possibilities of sound in 
space are explored, so as the possibilities of space 
through sound.



The performers and its presence reverberate in 
space and in the body of each spectator. Bodies 
move around and sing with the awareness of 
being a human speaker. There is a choreographic 
and architectonic disposition in the sound 
sculptures performers build together. At the same 
time, acoustic sensations provoke emotional 
sensations that go beyond musical discourse: 
they hatch a dramaturgical discourse that brings 
on the potentiality of human relation’s and builds 
the idea of collective identity. The performers 
don’t just sing together, but through their voices 
learn their own individuality and the one of the 
others. They discover collectivity and the sense of 
belonging, but also the sense of confrontation. 
Through their singing and moving the performers 
negotiate, communicate, make decisions together, 
get organised or become restrained, empowered 
or subjected by the others.

The repetitive, long and almost mantric dimension 
of the singing, together with a choreographic 
design of the movement, allows a multitude of 
poetic images to emerge, reflecting on the 
complexity of human relations as well as on the 
social mechanisms involved into building a 
collective identity.

Aurora Bauzà & Pere Jou are composers, 
performers and scenic artists. The central object 
of their research is the human voice and its 
relation with the body, the movement and the 
space. They think about music and soundscapes 
not just as a sonic phenomenon that provokes an 
emotion, but also as a physical, visual, touchable 
one. Their scenic compositions are meant to be 
performed by bodies, voices, lights, 
choreographic movement, scenic rhythm, space, 
resonances… basically, by anything that takes 
place on the scene.

Aurora Bauzà & Pere Jou: Creation and direction
Lara Brown, Elisa Keisanen, Aurora Bauzà y Pere Jou: Voices
Alessandro Sciarroni: Assistance to dramaturgy
Mariona Signes: Costume design



“Electric Amazigh” is the new work by the Dutch 
jazz string quartet North Sea String Quartet and 
the Canarian guitarist-composer Javier Infante. A 
vibrant collaboration in which acoustic and 
electric sounds converge in a timeless look at the 
traces of the aboriginal past of the Canary 
archipelago that continue to resonate in the 
present. “Amazigh”, which translates from Berber 
as “free man”, also gives its name to the ethnic 
group that inhabited North Africa and which 
would later become the pre-Hispanic inhabitants 
of the Canary Islands. For Infante, this cultural and 
emotional imprint is the starting point of a 
personal exploration to place this period in the 
context of today. Presented as a suite through 
nine fascinating pieces, Infante presents the 
electric guitar as the main narrator of a varied and 
cinematographic tour in which dances and tangos 
inspired by North African music merge with the 
most transgressive and contemporary jazz, 
transporting the listener to a kind of timeless 
journey that evokes landscapes of the past.

Infante's guitar finds in the Dutch string quartet 
an essential travel companion to find the timbre 
and rhythmic palette that each piece requires. 
Likewise, the vast electric guitar solos walk 
accompanied by the spontaneity of the quartet 
giving rise to a strong creative and experimental 
spirit in which beautiful melodies, improvisations 
and powerful rhythmic passages are interspersed.

 
Javier Infante: Electric guitar
Pablo Rodríguez: Violin
Karin van Kooten: Violin
Yanna Pelser: Viola
Thomas van Geelen: Cello
Ildefonso Aguilar: Visuals

JAVIER INFANTE & NORTH 
SEA STRING QUARTET
“Electric Amazigh”

20 OCT | 20.00h

AUDITORIO JAMEOS DEL AGUA 15,00€
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Eivind Aarset is a guitarist with a unique musical 
vision that absorbs and reflects all manner of 
music while retaining an enviable individualism 
and high quality craftsmanship that can span 
from quiet intimacy to searing intensity. His debut 
as a bandleader on Jazzland Recordings was 
described by the New York Times as "One of the 
best post-Miles electric jazz albums," setting a 
high benchmark that Aarset has consistently met 
and exceeded, both in the studio and in live 
performance.

Eivind Aarset: Guitar, electronics
Audun Erlien: Bass
Erland Dahlen: Drums, percussion
Wetle Holte: Drums, percussion, electronics
Ildefonso Aguilar: Visuals

EIVIND AARSET 
Phantasmagoria, or a 
Different Kind of Journey

22 OCT | 20.00h

AUDITORIO JAMEOS DEL AGUA 20,00€



MAX RICHTER’S SLEEP
of Natalie Johns

CINEMA

12 OCT | 20.00h

This film follows Max Richter as he consolidates 
the most ambitious performance of his critically 
acclaimed 8-hour opus, Sleep. Centring around 
the open-airconcert in Los Angeles, as well as 
footage from Berlin, New York and Paris, we are 
plunged deep into the artist’s life and process, 
transcending the work to explore his legacy. 
Directed by Emmy-nominated and award-winning 
South African filmmaker Natalie Johns, this 
ground-breaking visual portrait echoes the 
contemplative essence of Richter’s work, offering 
a poetic depiction of the ‘liminal state’audiences 
experience. Performances of Sleep require 
unprecedented endurance from musicians. 
Experiencing Sleep requires an open vulnerability 
from audiences. This story is a rare expression of 
a global community, unified. A film for these 
frenetic times; a meditative respite from the rush 
and chaos of the modern world, studying the 
universal experience of sleep that unites us all.

2019 / UK / 99 minutes
Original version with English subtitles

 CIC EL ALMACÉN 3,00€



Portrait of Ennio Morricone, the most popular and 
prolific film composer of the 20th century, one of 
the most beloved by the audience, a two-time 
Oscar winner and the author of more than five 
hundred unforgettable scores. The documentary 
presents the Maestro through a long interview 
conducted by Tornatore, testimonials from artists 
and directors such as Bernardo Bertolucci, 
Giuliano Montaldo, Marco Bellocchio, Dario 
Argento, the Taviani brothers, Carlo Verdone, 
Barry Levinson, Roland Joffé, Oliver Stone, 
Quentin Tarantino, Bruce Springsteen, Nicola 
Piovani, Hans Zimmer and Pat Metheny, music 
and archive material. The documentary also sets 
out to reveal the lesser-known side of Morricone, 
such as his passion for chess, which may have 
mysterious links to his music.

2021 / Italy / 156 minutes
Original version with Spanish subtitles

CINEMA

ENNIO: EL MAESTRO
of Giuseppe Tornatore

19CT | 20.00h

 CIC EL ALMACÉN 3,00€



ARTISTS  WHO TOOK PART  
IN  PRE V IOUS  E D IT IONS  

OF  THE  FEST IVAL



Roger Eno
Michael Brook
Harold Budd
Laraaji

Visual effects and scenography:
Brian Eno / Russell Mills 

Suso Saiz / Tino di Geraldo
Laraaji

Roger Eno
Michael Brook

Roedelius
Peter Hammill

Harold Budd
Wim Mertens

Visual effects and scenography:
Brian Eno / Russell Mills / 

Ildefonso Aguilar

January 1987 | 
Two Opal Evening

1st Edition |  
December 1989

2nd Edition | 
January 1991

GuoYue / Martin Hughes
Suso Saiz / Jorge Reyes
Steve Roach / Robert Rich
Stephan Micus

Visual effects and scenography:
Stefan Roloff / Ildefonso Aguilar

David Hykes / Djamchid 
Chemirami

Luis Paniagua / Hans 
Stemerdink / Ernest Martínez

Klaus Wiesse / Ted de Jong
Constance Demby

Deep Listening Band
Paul Horn

Visual effects and scenography:
Ildefonso Aguilar / José Abad

Parallel Activities:
- Visual Music discussion panel: 

East and West, Past and 
Present

- Visual Music discussion panel: 
a new technology era opens up 

to the future

3rd Edition |  
December 1991

Installation | February 1992
Audiovisual installation by Brian Eno



Christian Bollmann / Oberton-Chor 
Düsseldorf
Roger Eno / Kate St. John
Somei Satoh
Stephan Micus
Juan Belda
Therese Schroeder - Sheker
Delfuego
Vox

Visual effects and scenography:
Ildefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Presentation of CD Memory of the 
Water by Eduardo Bautista
- New Music Discussion panel: the 
ambiguity of labels
- Commercial criteria and 
dissemination channels Discussion 
panel

4th Edition | 
May 1993

Gavin Bryars Ensemble
Delfuego

Esteban Millares
Matthias Grassow

Walter Fändrich
Anuragi

Paul Giger
Terje Rypdal & The Chasers

Visual effects and scenography:
Ildefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Screening of Deserts by 

Ildefonso Aguilar
- Presentation of CD Erosion by 

Ildefonso Aguilar
- Discussion panel

5th Edition |  
October 1994

Concert | February 1995
Tenerife Symphonic Orchestra
Víctor Pablo Pérez, director
Lynda Russell, soprano

Jan Garbarek and the Hilliard 
Ensemble
John Surman
Dino Saluzzi Trío
Stuart Dempster
Tamia Vocal Art Ensemble
Aquarello (Roedelius-Capani-Alesini)
Pierre Favre

Visual effects and scenography:
Russell Mills / lldefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Discussion panel

6th Edition | 
October 1995

Trilok Gurtu
Harold Budd

Anouar Brahem
Finis Africae

Matthias Ziegler
Sarah Hopkins
Stephen Scott

Visual effects and scenography:
Ildefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Discussion panel

7th Edition |  
Sep. - Oct.  1996



Michael Brook & Iarla Ó Lionáird
Daniel Lentz

Miasma
Terry Riley

Djivan Gasparyan
Ingram Marshall

Andreas Vollenweider

Visual effects and scenography:
Russell Mills / Ian Walton / 

Ildefonso Aguilar 

Parallel Activities:
- Installation Filters: Past Presents 

de Russell Mills e Ian Walton
- Discussion panel

8th Edition |  
Sep. - Oct.  1997

Régis Gizavo
Sally Nyolo
Jon Hassell
Stefano Scodanibbio
Keller Quartett
David Toop, Max Eastley & Pete 
Lockett (Spirit World)
Paul Schütze, Simon Hopkins & Raoul 
Björkenheim (Third Site)
Barbara Gogan
David Darling & Ketil Bjørnstad

Visual effects and scenography:
lldefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Discussion panel

9th Edition | 
Sep. - Oct.  1998

Concert | February 1999
Kronos Quartet

Concert | April 1999
Michael Nyman Band

Geoffrey Oryema
Papa Wemba

Terje Rypdal-Ketil Bjørnstad
Pierre Favre-Paul Giger

Dino Saluzzi-Rosamunde Quartett
John Dowland Project

Terry Riley-Stefano Scodanibbio
Andreas Vollenweider-Matthias Ziegler

Alberto Iglesias Ensemble

Visual effects and scenography:
Russell Mills / Ildefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- ECM Exhibition: Audible Landscapes 
with Manfred Eicher, creator and ECM 

label director
- 10 years of Visual Music Exhibition

- Deep Blue installations by Ildefonso 
Aguilar

- Screening of Stephen Scott’s Entry 
video, especially composed for Festival

- Cine Nouvelle Vague by Jean-Luc 
Godard

- Julio Medem’s film Earth with himself 
and Alberto Iglesias, composer of the 

Original Soundtrack
- The audible landscape discussion 

panel: 10 years of Visual Music

10th Edition |  
Sep. - Oct.  1999



Rokia Traoré
Ray Lema
Instrumental
Christian Wallumrød Trio
David Darling
Percusión Clandestina
Anouar Brahem Trio
Bang on a Can
Jamshied Sharifi Ensemble

Visual effects and scenography:
lldefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Pedro Cano Maelström 
audiovisual installation
- Ulysses Gaze, cinema by Theo 
Angelopoulos
- Eternity and a Day cinema by 
Theo Angelopoulos

11th Ediction | 
Sep. - Oct.  2000

Mamadou Diabate
Touré Kunda

Maya Homburger & Barry Guy
Eberhard Weber

Brian Eno & J. Peter Schwalm

Visual effects and scenography:
Ildefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Cinema Microcosmos, 

by C. Nuridsany and M. Pérennou.

12th Edition |  
Sep. - Oct.  2001

Coco Mbassi / Kékélé.
Moving Sounds: Markus 
Stockhausen & Tara Bouman.
Patrick y Thomas Demenga.
Possible Worlds: Markus 
Stockhausen, Simon Stockhausen 
y Tara Bouman.
Système D
Paisajes Audibles/Sounding 
Landscapes: Stephen Scott and 
The Bowed Piano Ensemble con la 
soprano Victoria Hansen.

Parallel Activities:
- Cinema: Screening of Clouds. 
Letters to my Son
- Cinema: Screening of Nomads 
in the Wind

13th Edition | 
Sep. - Oct.  2002

Tord Gustavsen
Anja Lechner y François Couturier

Camerata Lacunensis y Orquesta de 
Cuerdas del Conservatorio Superior de 

Música de Canarias
Nils Petter Molvær Group

Landscape Project
Jóhann Jóhannsson

Visual effects and scenography:
Ildefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Exhibition: Historia de un Festival

- Cinema: Screening of the Lost 
Paradise, Günter Atteln

- Cinema: Screening of Sounds and 
Silence, Travels with Manfred Eicher, 
Peter Guyer and Norbert Wiedmer

- Dance Agua, Chey Jurado
- Dance en Blanco, Carmen Werner

- Sound Devices Workshop
- Acustic Laptops Workshop

- Sound Map of Lanzarote Workshop

14th Edition |  
October 2017



Nik Bärtsch’s Mobile, Continuum
T Percussion
12 Ensemble, Resurrection  
Bruno Chevillon, État Des Lieux 
Kristjan Randalu 

Visual effects and scenography:
lldefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Dance: Carmen Macías, y 
También Mañana
- Dance: Manuel Rodríguez, Body 
on Process 
- Cinema: Oleg y Las Raras Artes, 
Andrés Duque
- Cinema: Shining Night: Morten 
Lauridsen, Michael Stillwater

15th Edition | 
October 2018

Jon Balke, Warp 
Julián Elvira, Expiral

Falla Ensemble 
Trondheim Voices & Asle Karstad, 

Rooms & Rituals

Visual effects and scenography:
Ildefonso Aguilar

Parallel Activities:
- Cinema: Ryuichi Sakamoto: CODA, 

Stephen Nomura Schible
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O R G A N I S E R S

Organisers: Cabildo of Lanzarote
Sponsors: Lanzarote Tourism
Collaborators: Teguise Town Hall, EPEL, Art, Culture and 
Tourism Centres

Director: Ildefonso Aguilar
Coordinator: Culture Area of the Cabildo of Lanzarote
Programming: Ildefonso Aguilar and the Culture Area of 
the Cabildo of Lanzarote

C O N TA C T

LANZAROTE VISUAL MUSIC FESTIVAL

Cabildo of Lanzarote
Culture Area
Avenida Fred Olsen, s/n; Planta -1
35500 Arrecife de Lanzarote (Canary Islands, Spain)

928 810100, ext. 2171

musicavisual@cabildodelanzarote.com

www.festivaldemusicavisualdelanzarote.com

@FestivaldeMusicaVisualdeLanzarote

@festivalmusicavisuallanzarote



SCAN FOR 
MORE INFO 
AND TICKET 
SALES


